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Abstract
THE VALIDITY OF PERCEPTUAL RECOVERY STATUS ON MONITORING RECOVERY
DURING A HIGH-INTENSITY BACK SQUAT SESSION
Introduction: Adaptations to resistance training and subsequent performance can be undermined
by inadequate inter-set recovery. This time between sets is often uniformly prescribed based on
desired training outcomes; however, there is demonstrative evidence that recovery is highly
individualized. Methods typically used to monitor recovery were developed for longitudinal use,
making them cost- or time -inefficient within a bout of exercise. If valid, the perceptual recovery
status (PRS) scale may be used as an efficient and inexpensive recovery assessment tool to
monitor individual recovery as well as appropriately modify rest periods. Purpose: The aim of
the current study was to assess the criterion validity of PRS on monitoring recovery during a
high-intensity back squat session. Methods: Seven apparently healthy men (age: 21.7 ± 1.4 yrs.,
height: 1.8 ± 0.1 m., weight: 84.2 ± 11.2 kg., body fat 12.7 ± 2.8 %) volunteered to participate in
the two-session study. Study sessions were separated by a minimum of 48 hours. Session one
served to gather anthropometrics, familiarize participants with PRS, and conduct a one-repetition
maximum (1RM) back squat. Session two was the high-intensity protocol that consisted of five
sets of five repetitions interspersed with a five-minute recovery interval at 85% of the
preestablished 1RM. PRS was obtained before the first set and during the last 30 seconds of each
subsequent recovery period; post-set rating of perceived exertion (RPE) was also collected. A
linear position transducer was fixed on the end of the barbell to collect average power of
repetitions and fatigue index (FI) calculations for each set. Repeated measures correlations were
used to assess the common intra-individual relationships between PRS scores immediately
before each set to average power, post-set RPE, and associated FI, respectively. Results: A
strong, positive correlation was found between PRS and average power (r[95% CI] = .837 [.671 -
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.924]; p < .0001); whereas a weak-to-moderate, inverse correlation was found for PRS and FI
(r[95% CI]= -.342 [-.639, .044]; p = .07). A moderate-to-strong, negative correlation was found
between PRS and RPE (r[95% CI]= -.663 [ -.833, -.378]; p < .0001). Conclusions: Results
indicate that PRS can be a non-invasive and immediate means for practitioners to monitor
individualized inter-set recovery; however, it may not be a viable option to predict intra-set
decrements of performance (FI). PRS tracked very well with a previously established marker of
perceptual exertion (RPE), which further strengthens its utility in a practitioner-based setting.
Practical Applications: This study provides insight into the practicality of PRS to assess
recovery during a high-intensity back squat session. It could be used alongside other measures of
performance and recovery monitoring in order to program individualized recovery between sets
of lower extremity resistance training in an attempt to maintain performance and desired
physiological adaptations.
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Introduction
It is imperative that strength and conditioning coaches monitor inter-set recovery during a
bout of high-intensity resistance training (RT). Without adequate recovery, both performance
and physiological adaptation are diminished and altered (39,58,88,89). Therefore, it is important
that the methods practitioners implement to monitor recovery are effective across multiple
exercise modes, intensities, volumes, and frequencies. The two most prominent rest interval (RI)
prescription approaches are uniform RI’s across all athletes that vary depending upon the
adaptation the practitioner wishes to elicit or by allowing self-selection of RI based upon the
specific recovery status (i.e., recovered/not recovered) of an athlete (22,88,102,110).
When programmed uniformly RI length is highly dependent on the training goal. For
example, training for muscular endurance/hypertrophy typically has a lower inter-set RI than
training for muscular strength or power (39). Although these RI’s are commonly prescribed, they
may not be optimal for the maintenance of performance and physiological adaptation. Multiple
studies have indicated that these common RI’s do not allow for the completion of prescribed
repetitions, training load, or total load-volume due to the effect of compounding fatigue on
performance (41,88,89,102). Additionally, these uniform RI’s do not account for the basic
training principle of individuality (93). Essentially, uniform RI’s don’t account for the differing
responses to training from participant to participant. This individuality concept is multifactorial,
for example, genetics, psychosocial status, and lifestyle habits all play a role in how an
individual will respond to training stressors.
One way to accommodate for these individual differences in the recovery rate and
changing recovery needs is to allow the participants and athletes the ability to self-select their RI
(22,81,102). Research on self-selected RI has been conducted across multiple exercise modes,
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specifically anaerobic sprinting and cycling (14,33,81,96) as well as RT (22,102). From a
longitudinal perspective, self-selection during bouts of high-volume RT could lead to significant
increases in total volume and work over time (102); however, the literature suggests that
participants oftentimes begin subsequent sets too soon resulting in under-recovery and reductions
in overall performance (14,22,81). Additionally, delineating recovery into recovered and
unrecovered does not fully address the continuum in which we know recovery to exist.
An attempt that could aid in the accommodation of this issue is the use of perceptual
scales that allow athletes to assess and predict their fatigue and recovery status. One scale, in
particular, that could be of benefit is the Perceived Recovery Status (PRS) scale. PRS is a zero to
10 scale bound with verbal anchors that attempt to assess and predict athlete recovery based on
their own perception of how they feel. This scale, much like self-selected RI’s has been assessed
across a multitude of exercise modes (54,60,101,110). Unlike self-selected RI’s, however, the 010 scale of PRS allows participants greater specificity in assessing recovery status. The specific
verbiage associated with PRS ranges from zero, which indicates a low perceived recovery level,
to 10, which indicates optimal recovery. PRS has been successful in its ability to relate to
performance having shown a moderate negative correlation with total sprint time during bouts of
repeated anaerobic sprints (59), as well as, being positively correlated to mean bar velocity and
vertical jump height during the time course of recovery following a high-volume squatting
protocol (110). However, due to increased interest in non-functional overreaching and
overtraining syndrome, most of the work involving PRS has explored its utility to assess
recovery day-to-day rather than set to set (54,60,101,111). Despite the paucity of research
involving PRS and set-to-set reliability, results are promising. Tolusso et al., found a strong
positive correlation between both mean (r = .65) and peak (r = .55) bar velocity to PRS during a
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singular bout of high volume back squat with PRS being assessed during the last 30 seconds of
the RI between sets (110).
These previous studies indicate that PRS could be an effective non-invasive means by
which to assess recovery and predict performance; however, it still needs to be validated across
other exercise modes and intensities that are prevalent in modern strength and conditioning. To
the best of our knowledge, no previous study has examined inter-set PRS and barbell kinematics
during a high-intensity back squat RT session. The purpose of the current study is to examine the
ability of PRS to monitor recovery during a high-intensity back squat session. Specifically,
regarding intra-session recovery, we hypothesized that PRS would have strong positive and
negative correlations to average power and fatigue index (FI) throughout the high-intensity
protocol, respectively. We also hypothesized a strong inverse correlation between PRS and RPE.
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Literature Review
Resistance Training
Resistance training (RT) is a widely used modality to increase sports performance
(39,73). RT strategies can be prescribed to elicit a multitude of physiological adaptations (e.g.,
local muscular endurance, strength, and expressions of power) that, if administered
appropriately, have a direct carry-over to human performance (15,23). Although RT is effective
it must be properly prescribed, otherwise, the performance benefit may be impaired. RT is
typically composed of both core, structural, multi-joint main lifts and single or multi-joint
assistance exercises (39,56,73). Particular interests and thoughts are given to both of these types
of RT, however, the core movements typically yield the most benefit regarding increases in
muscular strength, power, and coordination that transfer sports performance (32). RT involves
several types of muscle actions such as muscle lengthening (eccentric), muscle shortening
(concentric), static (isometric), dynamic (eccentric-concentric), and occasionally isokinetic
(2,16,39).
Typically, RT is structured via chronic systematic manipulation of training variables (i.e.
sets, repetitions, intensity, frequency), also known as periodization, which is more effective than
random manipulation of training variables (118). Periodization typically moves from general to
specific and is designed around a competition period, which is a time frame where sports coaches
want their athletes to be in peak condition (73,76). Periodization is subdivided into three main
categories, a macrocycle which is typically an annual (yearly) plan, a mesocycle which is two to
eight weeks, and a microcycle which is a week or two in duration (106). Some examples of the
main common training variables associated with RT include sets, repetitions, intensity, rest
intervals (RI), and training frequency (39,106). These variables must be manipulated carefully
4

and strategically to assure that the athletes are experiencing the desired physiological adaptations
of the training protocol and are not being overtrained or under recovered. Program design is
where the strength and conditioning professional develops an exercise prescription based on
these variables to elicit the desired result (i.e., strength and power) (39). Due to this both sports
scientists and practitioners should understand the underpinnings of the physiological outcomes
related to RT and how the athletes respond to the aforementioned manipulation. Strength and
conditioning coaches often employ specific RT techniques to increase sports performance. They
will prescribe these variables throughout the periodization sequence in order to fit the general to
specific structure and yield the greatest performance benefit during the competition season.
Variables within Resistance Training
The previously mentioned training adaptations due to RT are very dependent on the
prescription of sets, repetitions, intensity, RI, and training frequency (29,39,56). To better
understand these variables and explain the implementation a brief definition is warranted. A set
in RT typically refers to the number of consecutive repetitions completed before stopping. A
repetition is performing the movement through the desired range of motion with proper
mechanics, and intensity is often the external load that can be based on various internal and
external variables (i.e. previous repetition maximums, ratings of perceived exertion). Through
research, exercise scientists have attempted to pinpoint the specific physiological outcomes
based on the dosing of these variables. Physiological adaptations that occur from RT include
increases in local muscular endurance, hypertrophy (muscle fiber thickness), strength, and
expressions of power (8,61,87,107).
Studies in resistance training have provided both scientists and coaches with ideal set
and repetition schemes that may be indicative of specific physiological adaptations. For example,
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regarding muscular hypertrophy and strength, Campos et al. (15) compared the effects of an 8week RT protocol with various loads, intensities, and sets. They separated the participants into 4
groups, a control (no exercise) group, a low repetition high intensity group, intermediate
repetition and intensity group, and a high repetition group. They decreased intensity as the
repetition requirement increased to assure the participants were able to complete the protocol as
this follows in line with the exercise intensity and duration (repetition) paradigm (13,39). They
found that the high-intensity, low volume group had greater increases in muscular strength when
compared to both the high repetition low-intensity group and intermediate intensity and volume
group. Although strength increased in the high-intensity low volume group, significant increases
in muscle fiber cross-sectional size were only observed in the intermediate and low-intensity
groups. Regarding local muscular endurance, they found the low-intensity high-volume protocol
to be most effective. This study follows closely in line with Schoenfeld et al. (95) when they
compared the effects of strength training to hypertrophy training over 8 weeks. They found that
the strength training (high intensity, low volume) protocol saw significant increases in 1RM
bench press, with back squat 1RM trending towards significance. Conversely, they found no
significant differences in biceps muscle thickness between either group throughout the 8-week
protocol. It should be noted that this outcome variable may not provide insight on hypertrophic
gains during this protocol as most of the exercises were multi-joint and encompassed large
amounts of muscle mass that did not directly isolate the musculature of the upper arm.
The National Strength and Conditioning Association (NSCA) concludes that muscular
strength is best increased when training at 85 percent or higher of one repetition maximum (RM)
for six or fewer repetitions over two to six sets (39). Adaptations in muscular power are best
elicited when training at 75 to 90% of 1RM for one to five repetitions for one to five sets (39,61).
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It should be mentioned that barbell velocity is arguably a more important criterion for this
adaptation (116). Training for skeletal muscle hypertrophy is best when training between 67 and
85% of one repetition max for six to 12 repetitions over three to six sets (39,108). If muscular
endurance is the goal of the program, then the training intensity should be 67% or lower for two
to three sets of 12 or more repetitions (8,29,39). It is important to consider the physiological
adaptations that occur for muscular strength, power, hypertrophy, and endurance in that the
specific mechanisms of fatigue are different based on these intensity and volume
recommendations (70). Another important training variable to consider is training frequency,
which refers to the number of training bouts that occur during a given period (39). Increasing the
number of training sessions that occur throughout a week, meso, or macrocycle can aid
practitioners in increasing total load-volume throughout a program and help distribute training
volume out into a more manageable RT protocol (17). For example, Colquhoun et al. (17)
compared training three versus six times per week and found no difference in training
adaptations between high and low frequencies when volume and intensity were equated.
Although there were no differences in training adaptations, this study provides evidence that
practitioners could increase training frequency and better disperse the volume throughout,
therefore mitigating the risk of injury or overtraining. This is also useful for experienced lifters
as increases in training age require more total volume in order to achieve the desired
physiological result (39,56,73).
Further evidence suggesting increases in total volume and work due to training frequency
can be demonstrated by Damas et al. (19) who used a within-subject design to assess changes in
muscular strength and size by implementing a unilateral leg extension and assigning one leg to a
high training frequency of five times per week and one leg to a low frequency of two to three
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times per week. They found a significant increase in total volume, load, and work with the highfrequency leg. This is in part due to the increase in training sessions allowing for the ability to
perform more sets and repetitions. Changes in skeletal muscle hypertrophy were indicated via
ultrasound and found that individuals responded differently regarding the training frequency.
Interestingly, some individuals saw a benefit from high frequency, whereas others saw a greater
benefit for low frequency. Researchers should also consider three major limitations of this study,
one being the training age, two being cross-education training effects, and three being that the
participants could have had a bilateral deficit. Despite the limitations, this study provides
valuable insight into the individual differences associated with training variables specific to RT.
Although higher training frequencies allow for more total work and volume this presents
problems to strength and conditioning coaches because they may only have access to athletes for
training a few times per week which means they have to be efficient in their programming. One
way that practitioners can be efficient with their program design is by monitoring an athlete’s
recovery from session to session.
Day to Day Variability
Day-to-day recovery is typically assessed in practitioner settings via changes in nonfatiguing performance characteristics from a baseline or non-fatigued state (9,24,110).
Additionally, measurements can also come from practitioner-specific sports science equipment
that track barbell/ movement velocity (i.e. linear position transducers) (77,78) as well as specific
biomarker tracings (i.e. creatine kinase). Pareja- Blanco et al. (77) attempted to employ all of
these measures related to recovery in assessing individualized responses to ten different types of
RT protocols performed with the smith machine bench press and back squat each with varying
levels of intensity and volume. They prescribed the repetitions either to failure or with repetitions
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in reserve based on the individual’s velocity predicted 1RM and associated predicted repetitions.
They performed both pre- and post-testing of countermovement jump, barbell velocity, and
measured select hormones like creatine kinase and growth hormone. They found significant
impairments in both of the non-fatiguing performance tests when compared to baseline for all of
the RT protocols when assessed five minutes post-session. Significant decrements in barbell
velocity for the back squat and CMJ height were also observed at the 24-hour timepoint.
Perhaps even more interesting regarding the hormone levels, greater increases were found for
both creatine kinase and growth hormone for up to 24 hours post-session where the participants
were prescribed repetitions to failure compared to repetitions-in-reserve. Strength and
conditioning coaches are always concerned with optimizing training adaptations while
minimizing fatigue and recovery time. As indicated by this study, when individuals perform
repetition maximums they may not recover optimally thus potentially reducing their overall
training volume during the mesocycle. It is important to note that this study implemented a fiveminute RI, which is the maximum recommendation from Haff et al. (39) when training for
strength and power. Although the RI was long, some of the participants in this study were
actually unable to complete the predicted repetition maximums throughout the three-set protocol
even though the uniform RI prescribed was within appropriate recommendations. This study
does a great job indirectly assessing the fallacy involved with prescribing uniform RI. One of the
main limitations of this study is they do not provide information on the difference in repetitions
performed from the first set to the third, however, the fact that some of the participants couldn’t
perform their predicted repetition maximums, while others could is still valuable.
Optimal recovery monitoring can be complemented by specific metabolic analysis which
could provide practitioners with useful information regarding performance and fatigue status.
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Unfortunately, these methods are not cost-effective and typically require qualified professionals
for administration and interpretation. Alternatively, neuromuscular fatigue tests such as
countermovement jumps (CMJ) are very beneficial for assessing day-to-day recovery and they
don’t require expensive equipment. For example, Flatt et al. (28) conducted a study that assessed
different recovery metrics including CMJ. They prescribed six maximal sets at 90% of the
participant’s 10RM for the barbell back squat, bench press, and cable pulldown. Throughout the
study, they took pre-and post-tests of the recovery variables. Regarding CMJ alone, they found
substantial differences from participant to participant. This individual variation was not only
evident in CMJ, but in all their other fatigue measures as well. Ultimately their findings
concluded that practitioners should use more than one recovery assessment. Their study also
indirectly highlighted the individuality concept that complicates recovery.
Along with CMJ performance, practitioners may also use repetitions performed at
baseline to assess individualized recovery status (24,110). This is implemented simply by
assigning a certain load based on an individual’s 1RM and assessing a baseline number of
completed repetitions. This will give practitioners a quantitative standpoint by which they can
assess fatigue status throughout a RT program. Along with CMJ performance practitioners can
also assess day-to-day recovery status by conducting a RM test for certain exercises at a nonfatigued baseline state. From there they can assess recovery levels by athletes' abilities to
maintain the baseline number of repetitions. Two studies, in particular, Jones & Mclester et al.
(51,66) used this method to assess individual recovery rates at select time points post-session.
Both administered pre-testing of 10RM for multiple exercises. The subsequent exercise
prescription consisted of 10 repetitions performed across three sets, interspersed by two minutes
and 30 seconds and one minute, with their preestablished 10RM.
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Jones et al. (51) prescribed five total sessions implemented in a counterbalance fashion
separated by 48, 72, 96, and 120 hours. They repeated this prescription 2 weeks later in a second
trial in an attempt to assess for reliability. Regarding individual variation, they found that only 70
percent of the participants returned to baseline at the 48-hour time point and 10 percent didn’t
return to baseline until post 72 hours in regard to attaining their baseline 10RM. Even more
intriguing, one individual didn’t return to baseline throughout any of the time points in the first
trial. These results of individual differences are even more apparent in the McLester et al. (66)
study design because of the shorter RI (one minute versus two minutes and 30 seconds) and the
earlier 24-hour recovery assessment. They found that no participant returned to baseline at 24
hours, and by 48 hours only 4 participants had recovered. Interestingly, the prevalence of
individual differences seemed to increase as the time periods increased with both 72- and 96hour time points displaying large degrees of individual variance. From a practitioner standpoint,
it should be noted that very rarely do strength and conditioning practitioners have athletes
perform consecutive sets of repetition maximums, furthermore the previous study design
implemented a RI that is far under the optimal recovery window. Nonetheless, these studies give
us insight into the prevalence of individual differences as fatigue increases.
One way for practitioners to mitigate these increases in fatigue is to actively monitor
athlete recovery between sets of exercise as to not allow it to compound from session to session
and avoid prolonged time courses of recovery. Unfortunately, due to both time and performance
constraints monitoring and assessing recovery between sets is difficult. Most of the common
metrics to monitor day-to-day recovery are too invasive to administer between sets. Therefore, it
is paramount that practitioners implement proper RI and assure that both recovery and
performance are maintained throughout the program.
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Rest Intervals
As the competition season approaches strength and conditioning professionals must
maintain or increase training adaptations at a reduced training frequency (39). As such, the
maintenance of prescribed volume and intensity within an exercise session becomes integral to
eliciting desired physiological outcomes. As fatigue begins to accumulate within a session,
performance (e.g., muscular power and endurance) begin to decline. One way to mitigate this
decline is through the administration of appropriate RI’s. Failure to allow for sufficient recovery
will increase fatigue, decrease performance, and make it difficult to adhere to the exercise
prescription (39). For this reason, sport scientists have developed RI recommendations
depending on training goals in order to reduce the likelihood of inadequate recovery and fatigue
(39).
Typically, a standardized rest period is applied to all athletes regardless of fitness level or
fatigue status (56). Although the RI is uniform across all athletes, they are typically prescribed
between two and five minutes for strength/ power training and 30 to 90 seconds for hypertrophy
(39,46). Unfortunately, these windows still may not allow for optimal recovery between sets of
exercise especially if the total training volume is of concern. For example, Richmond & Godard
(89) found rest periods of both three and five minutes in duration to be insufficient in allowing
for optimal recovery during two sets of compound RT movements completed to volitional
fatigue with 75% of 1RM, a repetition scheme similar to hypertrophy training. This is of
particular concern due to both the prescribed RI being well above the previously mentioned
recovery window for hypertrophy training, and that the recent literature supports one of the main
drivers of hypertrophy is total training volume (58). Similarly, Willardson & Burkett (117) found
that individuals had a significant decrease in their ability to complete repetitions of high volume
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back squats when they were exposed to a 30 second RI as opposed to two minutes. This study
implemented a repetition scheme indicative of muscular endurance training for which a RI of 30
seconds or less is typically prescribed, however, 30 seconds did not allow for maintenance of
repetitions. This decrease in repetitions could lead to individuals not gaining increases in
muscular endurance due to inadequate recovery consequently reducing total training volume.
The two previous studies indicate that there is in fact an issue regarding the RI length
assignments for both muscular hypertrophy and endurance for main compound movements like
the barbell back squat and bench press. However, the effects of inadequate RI on training volume
are not solely limited to the main compound movements, because they can also extend into the
accessory single-joint movements. Bottaro et al. (12) examined the differences in total work
performed with different multi and single-joint lower extremity exercises performed to failure
with 10RM during training sessions with different RI (30 seconds, 60 seconds, and 120 seconds).
They found that both the 60 and 120 second RI conditions had significantly higher total
repetitions than the 30 second RI condition. One interesting aspect of this study is that they also
examined the effects of single-joint, or accessory exercises and how they can be affected by
inadequate recovery as well. This is further supported by Miranda & Fleck (67) who found a
significant decrease in the ability to maintain repetitions across 3 sets of upper body assistance
exercises even when a three-minute RI was prescribed. In line with the two previous studies,
Kassiano et al. (52) found that when they examined the effects of three different RI’s (one, two,
and three minutes) on a pyramid loading structure performed to failure for the leg press. They
found significant decreases in load-volume when comparing a one-minute RI to both a two and
three-minute RI. This study design also gives us insight into the different intensity and volume
prescriptions and fatigue responses because it had the participants increase the intensity from 65
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to 80% of 1RM during the protocol. Inadequate RI has a direct effect on total training volume
that can adversely affect both the compound, structural main movements as well as the
secondary assistance exercise. Furthermore, the previous studies (52,67,89,117) indicate that
exercise type (compound, assistance, multi/single joint, structural), intensity, and volume all play
a role in how much RI is needed for the maintenance of repetitions throughout a training session.
Not only can this decrement in total volume affect hypertrophy (58), it can also negatively
impact muscular endurance (86). Outside of reducing training volume, inadequate RI can also
negatively affect other variables within RT such as peak torque and power (82,110).
Concerning torque, Pincivero et al. (82) examined the effects of shortened RI on lower
body peak torque via isokinetic dynamometer testing. They found that peak torque decreased
when comparing a 160 second RI to a 40 second RI. This decrease in peak torque could over
time alter the neurophysiological response of the training program, especially regarding increases
in muscular strength. Increasing an athlete’s ability to apply force to an external resistance is an
integral part of increasing sports performance (90). Although isokinetic muscle actions aren't
very prevalent in most strength and conditioning settings, this study provides context that
decreases in strength expressions will become prevalent if proper recovery isn’t observed.
Decrements in strength over time could also begin to adversely affect power output, which could
be of particular concern to performance coaches working with anaerobic athletes.
An athlete's ability to express power remains an integral portion of many modern
anaerobic sports (39,61,76). Physiological adaptations indicative of power enhancement are very
much dependent on movement velocity (78). RT is typically used to aid in the increase of power,
however, increases in fatigue could cause athletes to have a decrease in barbell velocity thus
making the training program ineffective. Gonzalez et al. (37) observed this when they examined
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the effects of shortened RI and barbell velocity on the squat and bench press for three sets of five
repetitions at 75% of 1RM. They found that a one-minute RI interval had significant decreases in
barbell velocity across all three sets when compared to both three and five-minute RI conditions.
Although the one-minute RI is not in line with the RI suggestions during power training it does
provide evidence that decrements in bar speed can occur due to inadequate recovery. This is of
concern for practitioners because sets of five with 75% 1RM are in line with prescriptions for
multiple effort power (39), indicating that practitioners could be unaware that their program may
not be eliciting the adaptations that they think. This study also concluded that there were no
significant differences between the three and five-minute RI, suggesting that three minutes
would be optimal for both performance and training time. Coaches should be cautioned when
implementing this approach as accumulations to fatigue may become increasingly prevalent
throughout a mesocycle, hindering performance. Because of this, it is also important to assess
recovery from a longitudinal standpoint to add validity and provide greater insight for
practitioners.
For example, Pareja-Blanco et al. (78) conducted a study that assessed decreases in back
squat velocity across repetitions performed with around 70% 1RM. The study design took place
over eight weeks of training with a two-day per week frequency. They had participants perform
multiple sets of back squats separated by two minutes of recovery. The set was terminated when
the participants saw a decrease in 20% or more of propulsive velocity compared to the first
repetition of the set. They completed this until they could only perform one repetition before the
20% decrease was observed. They found that initially, during the first few training sessions, the
participants were able to complete nearly all five repetitions with this intensity before a 20%
decrease in mean propulsive velocity was observed. However, by session 16, the mean
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repetitions performed before the 20% decrement was 1.9. This provides insight that even though
the sets and RI were initially sufficient in maintaining bar speed, over time the athletes became
under recovered. This study provides evidence that practitioners should ensure that the training
outcomes are sufficient and maintained long term, rather than just throughout one or two training
sessions.
One of the interesting aspects of these studies is the use of velocity-based training (VBT)
via linear position transducers (i.e., tendo, gymaware). Sports scientists have been using this
equipment to track barbell velocity and propulsion when training for power production
throughout the different velocity zones. This is very useful due to the contractile characteristics
of skeletal muscle, specifically regarding the inverse relationship between force and velocity
(48,87). Traditionally, the most common metric to track and analyze barbell kinematics used is
mean and peak barbell velocity (40,105). More recently, practitioners have also observed
propulsive velocity (PV), which refers to the concentric portion of the movement where the
acceleration is greater than the acceleration related to gravitational forces (36,100). Both
methods are indicative of muscular power, however, scientists and practitioners are interested in
knowing which metric is a more valid and reliable measurement for power and relative strength.
Previous investigations have found that PV has been shown to lose reliability across different
sport science equipment (i.e. gymaware, tendo), therefore making it less valuable for
practitioners (27,31,116). Garcia-Ramos et al. (30) compared these three metrics (mean velocity,
peak velocity, and mean propulsive velocity) to the force-velocity characteristics of the
participants. They implemented a study design that examined the contractile characteristics for
both dynamic and isolated concentric bench press throws. They found mean barbell velocity
(MBV) to have the greatest linearity to load-velocity when compared to the other two metrics.
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Most of the literature regarding VBT utilizes MBV and practitioners have even isolated bar
speeds associated with power variables. For example, strength-speed, which is an expression of
force and power indicative of moving moderate loads at a moderate velocity, a skill indicative of
an American football lineman (61,116). Increases in strength-speed are elicited when barbell
velocity remains between .75 - 1m/s (61,91). When decreases below .75 m/s bar velocity are
observed, the likelihood of other physiological adaptations would likely be observed. Even more
concerning is the issue of strength coaches not noticing these decrements in bar velocity due to
the expensive nature of linear transducers, an issue that increases the need for individualized
recovery between sets. Additionally, barbell velocity is directly related to both percentage of
1RM and fatigue and accumulation (36,61,92)
Assuring optimal RI, although it is the issue, is not an easy problem to solve, this is
evident when you examine our basic training principles. The principle of individuality states that
every individual/athlete will respond differently to training stimuli (93), therefore strength
coaches also need to be aware of RI being sufficient for some and lacking for others. These
issues with individual differences (i.e. biological/training age, genetics, psychosocial) are
prevalent in the literature, especially when you examine between-groups (55,89,109). For
example, Tibana et al. (109) compared the effects of 30, 60, and 120 second RI on total training
volume performed with three sets of an individual’s 10 repetition maximum for both adolescents
and adults. They found that the adolescents had significantly greater recovery (ability to maintain
repetitions) and higher total repetitions across all four RI when compared to the adults (p<
0.001). Adolescents also demonstrated a higher fatigue index percentage indicating they had a
better ability to maintain performance across all three sets of exercise. Nonetheless, this study
demonstrates that even the chronological age of participants can greatly affect fatigue, recovery,
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and performance during RT even when the individuals are programmed off of their own
repetition maximums. Additional examples occur when you compare the previously mentioned
Richmond & Goddard (89) study who found three to five minutes to be insufficient for recovery
during compound RT exercise performed with 75% of 1RM, however, Kraemer et al. (55) found
that when assessing RI for division one American football players 3 minutes allowed for
consistent completion of repeated sets of 10 repetition maxes, which is also roughly 75% of 1RM
(39). Interestingly, both studies used similar repetition and intensity schemes, yet found
conflicting results regarding optimal recovery. When attempting to interpret this it should be
noted that Richmond & Goddard (89) examined recreationally trained lifters, whereas Kraemer
et al. (55) implemented their study design on experienced division one athletes. These studies
further highlight the potential consequences of administering uniform rest intervals to all athletes
regardless of individual differences and training status. As indicated these differences between
groups complicate optimal training protocol for performance coaches, however, the problem
doesn’t stop there. Not only is there variability between different groups of individuals, but there
is also variability within those respective groups.
The previously mentioned Willardson & Burkett (117) study reported high variability in
repetitions completed in sets 2-5 of their protocol, a trend that has been seen elsewhere
(41,97,99). Both Scudese (97) & Senna (99) compared different RI on participant ability to
maintain repetitions. Predictably, the shorter RI resulted in a reduction in total volume
completed, but even more interestingly shorter RI resulted in greater variability in total
repetitions completed when compared to the longer RI. Scudese et al. (97) found that total
volume decreased, and variability increased when comparing one minute (12.5 repetitions ±
2.68) to five-minute (14.75 repetitions ± 1.00) RI sessions. It appears that individual variability
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becomes even more present in a fatigued state as the RI decreases. Additionally, these two
studies also give us insight into both high volume and high-intensity training prescriptions as
Senna et al. (99) employed three sets with an individual’s 10 RM for both upper and lower body
exercises, whereas Scudese et al. (97) prescribed five sets of bench press with the participants
three RM. This displays that these individual differences are prevalent during both high volume
and high-intensity training.
This variance in repetitions completed is also in line with a study from Hakkinen &
Pakarinen (41) when they examined the effects of overtraining on performance and hormonal
characteristics. They prescribed multiple single repetitions (ten to 20) at participants 1RM with
two to three-minute RI. If participants were unable to complete the single repetitions, they would
lower the external resistance to allow for completion of the protocol. Although both studies were
mainly concerned with biomarker tracings, they observed that individuals had varying responses
in how many repetitions they could complete at their 1RM before having their intensity adjusted
to assure completion really highlights intra-session individual differences. This is important
because they all implemented a uniform RI to individuals with prior RT experience yet found
differing responses. Upon further assessment of the individual fluctuations regarding high
intensity versus high volume, the study design was multi-pronged and assessed muscular fatigue
with both high-intensity training via the aforementioned multiple single repetitions at 1RM, but
also with high volume via 10RM performed at 70% of 1RM. They found significant decreases in
strength (i.e. having to decrease the load to allow for completion) to occur only with the highintensity protocol (p<0.001), with the high volume protocol only trending towards significance.
Furthermore, they found large amounts of dispersion between the individuals across all
sets for both the high volume and intensity protocols as indicated by the coefficient of variance
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when comparing sets two and ten (41). From a practitioner’s standpoint, this could mean that
individual variance plagues both high volume and high-intensity RT as indicated by the
previously stated studies, however, high intensity could increase the prevalence of fatigue, as
suggested by them having to continually decrease the load throughout the session. From a
physiological standpoint, it is important for practitioners to understand the differing responses to
RT regarding both high intensity and volume prescriptions as the cellular mechanisms for fatigue
are dissimilar (39,71). This lack of recovery between sets of exercise during a singular training
session not only halts the training outcomes for that day but will also carry over into future
training sessions, further delaying the desired physiological adaptations. If coaches could adapt
training for the individual and ensure optimal recovery during singular sessions, they could
reduce the likelihood of these performance decreases amplifying into multiple training sessions.
An efficient way of doing this is allowing the athlete to adapt their RI based on their own feeling.
One way that practitioners avoid decreases in training volume is by prescribing self-selected RI
between sets or bouts of exercise.
Intra-session Self Selected Rest Intervals
Sports scientists have found self-selected RI beneficial in maintaining power during
repeated bouts of anaerobic sprinting and cycling (14,33,81,96). These findings have led
scientists to examine the effects of self-selection and performance during RT. The implications
of self-selected RI between sets of RT could allow practitioners to account for the individual
variation in recovery status between their athletes. Because of this, scientists have been
interested in the effects of self-selected RI on various performance measures like load-volume,
power, and barbell kinematics. Ibbot et al. (50) examined the effects of self-selected RI with
high-intensity back squats. They conducted two sessions separated by 48 hours that consisted of
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five sets with 5RM for the back squat. Throughout the sessions, they analyzed RI and barbell
velocity. Regarding the RI, they found that inter-set rest increased significantly between sets
three, four, and five. One participant in the study was unable to complete the exercise
prescription even though it was based on his repetition maximum. However, perhaps the most
important finding is that they found the self-selected RI to be highly individualized, especially as
individuals become fatigued later in the training session.
This finding is very similar to Simao et al. (102) when they examined self-selected RI
versus fixed RI in an 8-week training study. They prescribed three sets performed to failure with
75 percent 1RM for multiple upper body exercises. After the 8-week protocol, they found that
the self-selected group had increased total amounts of volume when compared to the fixed
interval group. This increase in overall training volume will accumulate and potentially lead to
an overall more effective training program over the long term. The findings of this study should,
however, be taken in light of one major limitation. Very rarely do strength coaches have athletes
perform to repetition maximums or repetitions to failure consistently across multiple sessions,
furthermore, there are additional studies that allude to the ineffectiveness of self-selected RI
(22,33).
Although self-selected RI can be beneficial to strength and conditioning coaches, it is
important to note that they don’t always provide superior results when compared to fixed interval
RI. This is indicated by De Salles et al. (22) when they implemented a study with two sessions
separated by 48 hours. One of the sessions consisted of a fixed RI two minutes in duration, while
the other session was self-selected. Regarding both total volume completed and rest interval
duration, they found no differences in volume and even found no significant difference in RI
duration for the self-selected session despite the decreases in performance. For this reason,
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practitioners should be cautioned when allowing athletes to self-select their recovery and assure
that they aren’t trying to complete the session quickly, but rather they are waiting until they feel
fully recovered. This is evident when you analyze the mean self-selected RI duration for both the
Simao et al. (102) and De Salles et al. (22) studies. Average self-selected RI decreased between
the first and second set and the second and third set from 114 seconds to 105.7 seconds in the De
Salles et al. (22) study. Conversely, selected RI increased in the second and third set when
compared to the first two from 115.8 seconds to 122.2 seconds in the Simao et al. (102) study.
This decrease observed in the De Salles et al. (22) is also in line with Gibson et al. (33) who
found self-selected RI decreased when compared to a standardized 30 second RI during repeated
bouts of anaerobic sprinting, thus causing an increase in blood lactate, rating of perceived
exertion (RPE), decreased sprint power, and lower heart rate recovery. Interestingly, of all the
variables assessed RPE is the most non-invasive and has been shown through multiple other
studies to be associated with blood lactate (38,69). Nonetheless, both of these studies highlight a
potential problem with letting athletes self-select their RI. They could be more focused on
finishing their training session rather than maintaining the prescribed intensity and volume. For
this reason, coaches should employ additional measures to assure optimized recovery for
athletes. One way to do this on an individual basis would be through the use of perceptual
measures. This would allow practitioners to assess how the athletes feel from a physiological and
psychological standpoint rather than allowing them to self-select their RI.
Perceptual Measures
Exercise professionals have implemented perceptual measures to monitor and modify
training programs consisting of both aerobic and anaerobic modalities (35,75,84). Perceptual
measures can aid practitioners in accounting for both the physiological and psychological
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stressors that plague athlete performance. There are conflicting views by which perceptual
measures work, one hypothesis is that our bodies will auto-regulate exercise intensity to avoid a
drastic threat to homeostasis that can’t be reversed and in doing so will assure that individuals
can complete the physical endeavor (104). Through this hypothesis, humans process both
internal and external information via various receptors (i.e. thermo, baro, chemo, mechano)
which are sent back through afferent nerves to the central nervous system (CNS) via dorsal root
ganglion allowing our brain to act as a governor subconsciously monitoring physiological
function, therefore, eliminating the risk of peripheral calamity (71,72). This hypothesis is
supported by numerous studies determining that exercise cessation occurs well before peripheral
catastrophe (71).
An alternative hypothesis claims that perceptual measures are completely independent of
afferent feedback and rather are more reliant on corollary discharge (62). This occurs by copying
the efferent impulses that stimulate the spinal motoneurons to act upon the extrafusal fibers that
initiate muscular actions. This signal (efference copy) is forwarded back to the sensory neurons
via corollary discharge thus causing perceptions of vigor and fatigue (62,64,85) based on efferent
impulses rather than receiving feedback from the various receptors in the body. Whether it be
from sensory feedback, corollary discharge, or a combination of both theories, perceptual
measures are effective in monitoring intensity and fatigue levels in multiple populations through
various exercise modes (35,84,94,110). Furthermore, they seem to provide insight into both
physiological and psychological stressors.
Typically, these perceptual assessments are conducted via numeric scales with verbal
placeholders, and perhaps the most utilized is rating of perceived exertion (RPE) (10). There are
three main versions of the scale, the original is a six to 20 scale bound with verbal anchors, the
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other is a more simplistic category ratio (CR10) scale that is from zero to 10 (10,11). Lastly,
there is a zero to 10 OMNI scale that has numeric placeholders accompanied with visual
descriptors (94,113). RPE has been shown to have a close relationship with acute stress-related
physiological mechanisms such as heart rate, blood lactate, oxygen uptake, and intensity during
both aerobic (11,45,94) and anaerobic (21,65,84) exercise. For example, Odgers et al. (74) found
that RPE had a significant inverse relationship with concentric barbell velocity during two
structural, multi-joint lower extremity free weight exercises prescribed to failure at 80% of 1RM
across four sets. Participants were instructed to indicate when they reached an RPE of six and
nine intra-set. Although RPE is beneficial for individualized prescription of exercise intensity, it
still does not account for the inadequate RI in a training program due to its main concern being
exertion. Although it does not aid with the recovery aspect, it still provides detail that perceptual
measures can track closely with physiological and psychological stressors. Even more
importantly it can give us insight into these variables quickly and without the use of costly
equipment and qualified personnel.
Regarding perceptual measures to monitor recovery, additional scales such as Total
Quality Recovery (TQR) have been developed (53,75), however, they are typically utilized to
monitor day-to-day recovery. TQR is a survey complemented with a six to 20 scale that provides
practitioners with an assessment of recovery status (63,75) as well as a questionnaire that can be
used to assess recovery status. Although this scale offers both a questionnaire and scale, it is
typically represented in the literature as a means by which to assess recovery between sessions of
exercise rather than intra-session recovery status. Vitale et al. (114) utilized TQR to monitor
recovery status among volleyball players throughout a competition time course. TQR indicated a
significant decrease in recovery the morning after a night match, which correlated with the
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decreased sleep measures that they collected (114). This among other studies provides evidence
of the effectiveness of TQR, however, there are some limitations within its design. TQR is an
exhaustive survey that requires time and focus, both of which may not be available during a
season or if the athlete’s recovery status is diminished. Additionally, coaches who ask their
players to constantly complete the surveys risk the chance of survey fatigue (3,83). Another
issue with TQR is that it would not be effective in assessing recovery between sets of exercises,
due to it being multiple questions. Both TQR and the previously mentioned RPE are effective in
monitoring exertion and recovery, but one of the main differences is the noninvasiveness of RPE.
As previously mentioned, it is a numeric scale that allows participants to gauge intensity based
on how intense the physical endeavor was (10).
Both RPE and TQR give both scientists and practitioners insight into the value of
neurophysical and perceptual gauges regarding exertion, fatigue, and recovery, however, there is
still a need to assess individualized recovery during a training session rather than across multiple
days. One scale, in particular, that could be of benefit and that is effective is Perceptual Recovery
Status (PRS) (59,101,111). PRS is a zero to 10 scale bound with verbal placeholders that attempt
to assess and predict an individual’s recovery level based on their perception. PRS could be used
to give practitioners insight into an athlete’s readiness to perform both prior to the beginning of a
training session as well as throughout training programs and days.
Perceived Recovery Status Scale
PRS provides practitioners with a noninvasive subjective measure to assess physical
readiness. As previously mentioned, it goes from zero to 10 with eight to 10 being indicative of a
full recovery and anticipation of improved performance, four to six indicating anticipations of
similar performance, and zero to three indicating decreases in performance (59). This
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information is very useful for practitioners given the highly individualized nature of recovery. If
examined closely the verbal feedback from the scale is descriptive of the different stages in
Selye’s General Adaptation Syndrome (18,98). An interesting aspect of PRS is that it is a metric
that can be used to assess physical readiness both before and between sessions, as well as intrasession.
Competition
PRS has been shown to be of benefit for practitioners in monitoring the time course of
recovery for athletes post-competition. This allows the sport coaches to better program and
schedule practice sessions and assure adequate recovery. Davis et al. (20) assessed perturbations
in neuromuscular, hormonal (i.e. cortisol, testosterone), and perceptual markers from baseline
and at select time points after a youth American football game. They found that PRS was highly
correlated with diminished lower body neuromuscular status from 44 to 68 hours postcompetition. Furthermore, regarding the youth participants, they found that hormonal changes
weren’t as indicative of neuromuscular status when compared to PRS. This is beneficial because
PRS is an inexpensive and noninvasive means of recovery assessment, especially when
compared to hormonal assessments. Cortisol, for example, returned to baseline 24 hours postcompetition, which has been reported in other studies (25,79).
This was not the first study to track PRS at baseline and post-competition, Paul et al. (80)
found PRS did not return to baseline until 24 hours post an international youth football
competition, whereas Tomazoli et al. (112) found that PRS was still significantly diminished
from baseline (7.1 ± 1.05) at 24 hours post (5.2 ± 1.48) indicating that both competition type and
team fitness levels play a role in recovery. This also implies that PRS could aid in monitoring the
prevalence of between-group differences that was mentioned previously (55,89,109). Addressing
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recovery post-competition is of extreme benefit for both sport and strength coaches, however, it
is equally important for the coaches to monitor recovery from training stressors. An important
observation in the Tomazoli et al. (112) study was that participants assessed and reported their
PRS via text message instead of having to report to the practice site. PRS is one of the only dayto-day metrics that allow for this as most of the others require the athletes to be physically
present. Although it is important for practitioners to monitor competition stressors and recovery,
they should also understand the utility of PRS during training sessions that consist of common
exercises.
Repeated Sprinting
The initial study that examined PRS validated it against multiple sessions of repeated
sprinting (59). Laurent et al. (59) implemented a repeated measures design that consisted of
identical sessions of repeated sprinting at baseline, 24, 48, and 72 hours. Each session consisted
of a warm-up and three cycles of eight 30m sprints for a total of 24 and was separated by a 45
second active recovery period. Each of the three sets was separated by a five-minute RI. PRS
was assessed both before and after the warm-up protocol with the post-warm-up assessment
being moderately correlated with performance. Additionally, the verbal anchors associated with
PRS seemed to be predictive of the performance outcomes giving insight that the participants
were able to assess their physical readiness. Some of the major takeaways from this study
include the usefulness of PRS to maintain repeated bouts of high-intensity sprint performance
and that PRS should be assessed post-warm-up, rather than before. This study provides details on
the utility of PRS for intersession recovery, however, it is also important to validate it intrasession between sets of intermittent anaerobic sprinting.
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Much like the previous study, Tolusso et al. (111) were interested in examining the
validity of PRS to both mean and peak sprint performance conducted on a curv non-motorized
treadmill over two training sessions. They implemented multiple running-based anaerobic sprint
tests (RAST’s) that consisted of six 35m sprints separated by 10 seconds of recovery. Each day
consisted of three RAST’s separated by a seven-minute recovery period in an attempt to assure
optimal phosphocreatine replenishment (44). Participants were shown the PRS scale and asked to
assess their recovery level during the last 10 seconds of the seven-minute window. Two identical
sessions with the three RAST’s were performed and separated by 24 hours. Statistical analysis
was conducted via repeated measures correlations and found PRS to be strongly correlated at
baseline with both mean (r [95% CI] = .540 [.114-.789]) and peak (r [95% CI] = .869 [.686.948]) sprint power, as well as both mean (r [95% CI] = .631 [.248-.843]) and peak (r = [95% CI]
.849 [.644-.940]) sprint power at 24 hours. This indicates that PRS gives coaches the ability to
track and assess recovery between bouts and sessions of repeated sprinting, additionally, it could
also allow coaches to optimize individual recovery levels.
Laurent et al. (60) attempted to examine the differences between a standardized fiveminute RI versus a perceptually regulated (PRS of five) RI on repeated bouts of 30m sprinting.
Two identical sprint sessions were performed and consisted of three sets of eight 30m sprints
performed on a nonmotorized treadmill that calculated mean and peak sprint power. They found
that when individuals obtained a five on PRS their RI increased by about 24 seconds on average
when compared to the five-minute uniform RI. They also found no significant differences
between the two testing conditions regarding performance. One of the major benefits for PRS
that this study displayed was the potential increase of adherence to an exercise prescription.
Additionally, one other thing to consider is that PRS caused no significant differences in
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repeated sprint performance unlike what was observed in multiple self-selected RI protocols
where they saw decreases in performance and increases in RPE, blood lactate, and oxygen
consumption (22,33).
This provides context that PRS can be an effective tool for practitioners beyond that of
self-selected RI because it requires the athlete to assess themselves from a psychophysiological
standpoint rather than reduce RI shorten the duration of the training session. This also displays
that as a performance coach it is imperative that we have the athletes truly assess how they are
feeling beyond just allowing them to adapt their training protocol. Although PRS can be of
benefit for anaerobic sprinting, it also needs to be assessed and validated with other popular
training modes like RT. More specifically, sports scientists have assessed the effectiveness of
PRS against both structural multi-joint exercise as well as single joint accessory movements.
Resistance Training
Sikorski et al. (101) examined the relationship of PRS to specific biomarker changes both
before and 48 hours after a high-volume RT protocol. They prescribed three sets of eight to 12
repetitions performed to volitional fatigue for both compound movements (i.e. squat, bench
press) and for assistance single-joint exercise (i.e barbell curls and extensions). Pre- and postmeasurements for common stress-related biomarkers testosterone, cortisol, and creatine kinase
(CK) were taken along with PRS. Repeated measures analysis revealed an inverse correlation
between PRS and CK with PRS decreasing from 8.6 ± 2.3 to 4.2 ± 1.85 and CK increasing from
189.4 ± 100.2 to 512 ± 222.7 U/L. Interestingly the authors noted no significant increases in
cortisol or testosterone, however, the literature suggests that acute increases in cortisol due to
training are observed 30 minutes after exercise rather than 48 hours (57,103,119). Furthermore,
concerning testosterone, multiple training studies have observed no significant changes in free or
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bound testosterone at any time point post-session (1,42,43,47). After surveying the literature, it is
no surprise that there was no relationship between PRS and testosterone or cortisol, however, the
inverse correlation with CK indicates that PRS can be a useful tool in tracking training stress.
This is very useful to practitioners because they most likely do not have access to equipment for
biomarker kinetics, yet all PRS requires to be administered is the scale.
The previously mentioned Flatt et al.(28) study assessed various autonomic and
neuromuscular fatigue assessments along with PRS after a high-intensity RT bout that consisted
of the back squat, bench press, and LAT pull down to the other recovery metrics. They found
that PRS was suppressed even at 48 hours post-exercise, and even more interestingly found
varying amounts of individual difference across PRS, neuromuscular performance, and HRV
during the observed recovery time course. This study implies that PRS can provide evidence of
the individualized nature for recovery, however, practitioners should be aware of specific
variables and exercises within RT and how they impact recovery time as well.
Further evaluation on the effectiveness of PRS to track recovery regarding RT is
warranted for both single and multi-joint movements with both upper and lower body emphasis
as both are common amongst strength and conditioning professionals. Korak et al. (54)
implemented a study design to address these questions. Their approach consisted of performing a
baseline followed by two identical sessions that had participants perform both multiple (i.e.
bench press, deadlift, military press) and single joint (i.e. triceps extension, dumbbell side raise)
exercise for both upper and lower body RT exercise. They prescribed two sets per exercise with
a 90 second RI between sets and a two-minute RI between exercises. Their independent variable
was the time between sessions, whether it be 24 or 48 hours. Participants would perform eight
repetitions with their 10RM for the first set, then they would determine PRS during a RI after
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which they would perform the second set to volitional exhaustion. Return to baseline was
determined by participants’ ability to reach within one repetition of their day 1 (baseline) results
for the second set. Results indicated that recovery from single-joint exercise did not take as long
as the multi-joint exercise. Regarding PRS, they found that it was able to track which
participants were fatigued on specific exercises. For example, deadlift performance compared to
baseline saw the lowest number of participants return to their day one values. Fittingly, when
compared to other exercises, it had the lowest reported PRS at both one (4.7 ± 2) and two (6.3 ±
1.8) days post-session. Both hip abduction and adduction had the highest PRS values and
subsequently had the highest return to baseline for both time periods.
PRS was not the only perceptual measure used in the study, as the researchers also
assessed RPE after the second set, interestingly they found that PRS was a better indicator of
performance and seemed to be a more effective tool for practitioners. This finding is even more
beneficial because PRS is assessed before the maximal set rather than afterward which could
give practitioners the ability to modify the training session, if need be, to maintain performance.
It is important to note some of the major limitations of this study that include the lack of
ecological validity in that typically more than two sets are prescribed per exercise and very rarely
do strength coaches program sets to failure, especially for every exercise. Nonetheless, this study
highlights the utility of PRS for both single and multi-joint RT movements, both of which are
common in exercise prescriptions.
Although the previous study was complementary towards PRS, especially when
compared to other perceptual measures, they did not examine the back squat, a common main
movement in RT. Tolusso et al. (110) attempted to analyze the effectiveness of PRS to assess
inter-set recovery during a high-volume back squat session. They examined the relationship
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between individual PRS with both mean and peak barbell velocity. They prescribed four sets of
10 repetitions with 70% of 1RM with a uniform two-minute RI between the sets. Participants
were asked to report their PRS during the last 30 seconds of the two-minute RI. Interestingly,
they found strong positive correlations between both mean (r = .65) and peak (r = .55) barbell
velocity and reported PRS. This indicates that PRS gave the participants the ability to truly
examine their physical readiness.
The previous study did a great job examining the relationship between barbell velocity
and PRS during a high-volume exercise prescription with the back squat. Further study should be
concerned with other RT exercises across all aspects of the load-volume spectrum. It would be of
benefit for strength and conditioning coaches to know the validity of PRS during high-intensity
RT. As previously mentioned, the causes of fatigue differ based on exercise intensity and
duration (70), therefore it is important to assess if athletes can still assess their recovery between
high-intensity sets of exercise where the overall volume and repetitions per set will be lower. It is
also important regarding the ecological validity for PRS, as strength periodization manipulates
intensity and volume throughout a macrocycle to both peak for performance and avoid overuse
injury.
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Methods
Experimental Approach to the Problem
This study implemented a repeated measures design across five sets of five repetitions
performed with 85% of 1RM and a five-minute RI between sets. The primary purpose of the
study was to assess the criterion validity of a PRS on monitoring individual recovery during a
high-intensity back squat session, as well as assessing its relationship to RPE and FI.

Figure 1. The Perceptual Recovery Status Scale

Participants
An a priori power analysis using G*Power (v3.1.9.6), indicated a minimum of six
participants with five repeated measures were needed to yield a power of 0.80 for detecting a
large correlation (r = 0.50) with significance set at α = 0.05 (26). To be included in the study,
participants needed to be apparently healthy and free of any known cardiometabolic or
musculoskeletal impairment as indicated by the health history questionnaires and ACSM risk
factors (Appendix A, B, C, D, E, G). They were required to have not smoked within the last six
months and have participated in moderate to vigorous RT for >1 year before partaking in the
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study. Additionally, participants were required to have a 1RM back squat ≥1.5 times bodyweight
to demonstrate experience in performing the lift (68,115). All components of the data acquisition
were approved by the WKU Institutional Review Board (IRB# 22-093) prior to participant
recruitment or data collection. Additionally, it was requested that participants refrain from
alcohol, caffeine, and non-prescription drugs for a minimum of 12 hours before the
familiarization and testing sessions to avoid potential ergogenic benefits. Adherence to these
guidelines as well as sleep habits were assessed via a 24-hr history questionnaire before both
sessions. Each session was conducted under the supervision of a Certified Strength and
Conditioning Specialist (CSCS) through the National Strength and Conditioning Association
(NSCA). Seven participants who met the above inclusion criteria volunteered to take part in the
study (Table 1.).
Table 1 Descriptive statistics of the study participants
Age (years)

21.7 ± 1.4

Height (m)

1.8 ± 0.1

Body Mass (kg)

84.2 ± 11.2

Body Fat (%)

12.7 ± 2.8

1RM Back Squat (kg)

170.4 ± 37.1

Procedures
Familiarization Session:
This study required participants to report to the exercise science lab on two separate
occasions; day one was for anthropometrics, descriptive data, and familiarization to the testing
protocol as well as a one-repetition maximum test of the barbell back squat to be used to
calculate intensity during the subsequent day two data collection. Participants had stature (m)
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and body mass (kg) assessed using a digital scale (Detecto DR 400, Webb City, MO) and manual
stadiometer (SECA 213; Seca Ltd., Hamburg, Germany) rounded to the nearest 0.1 m 0.5 kg,
respectively. Estimations of body fat were also assessed via air displacement plethysmography
(Cosmed USA Inc., Concord, CA). Next, participants performed five minutes of low-intensity
walking on a treadmill followed by 10 repetitions of the following exercises: walking knee hugs,
butt kicks, alternating lunges, and bodyweight squats. Following the dynamic warm-up, the
participants completed a 1RM back squat assessment following the NSCA 1RM guidelines (39).
The 1RM protocol as set by the NSCA (39) consisted of a light warm-up, then increasing barbell
load until a 1RM was completed. All participants were able to complete a 1RM within four to six
attempts. The 1RM protocol was complete when the participant reached a maximal attempt
performed to the protocol standards. Proper squat was determined following NSCA guidelines
(39) and consisted of the participants starting with the bar on their shoulders and upper back with
knees extended, squatting by bending at the hips and knees until their thighs were parallel to the
floor, and then returning to the start position by extending the hips and knees all while
maintaining a relatively constant torso-to-floor angle. A spotter was located behind the
participant observing the appropriate procedure. One warning was given to the participant if the
squat was not performed to the standards, any error after that resulted in the lift not counting
towards the protocol. Barbell position whether on the upper trapezius (high bar) or lower
trapezius and posterior deltoids (low bar) for the back squat was personal preference, however, it
had to be maintained throughout the rest of the training protocol. After the 1RM squat test,
participants were shown the PRS scale and exposed to a standardized script that indicated the
nature of the scale as well as how to interpret it during their upcoming session.
Training Session:
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The training session occurred a minimum of 48 hours after the familiarization session to
allow for sufficient recovery from the 1RM testing (5,7,97). Participants completed the same
dynamic and back squat warmup that was prescribed on the first day, before completing the
back-squat protocol. The protocol consisted of performing five sets of five repetitions at 85% of
their 1RM with a five-minute RI, a RT prescription indicative of training for muscular strength
and power (39,50,88). If the participants missed three repetitions the load was reduced by five
percent for the remainder of the protocol (24,110). Throughout the session, barbell kinematics
were evaluated via a linear position transducer (TENDO Sports Machines, Trencin, Slovak
Republic) specifically assessing mean power for each set as well as allowing for fatigue index
(FI) calculation. Additionally, participants were asked to report their subjective recovery using
the PRS scale during the last 30 seconds of the five-minute RI of each of the five sets (110).
Participants were also asked to report their RPE after the completion of each of the five sets
(Figure 6).
FI was calculated to assess the rate of performance decay within a set using the following
equation (34):
FI = APWRHighestRep - APWRLowestRep / APWRHighestRep * 100
Where APWR is the average power for a specific repetition.
Statistical Analysis
Repeated measures correlations were used to assess the relationship between PRS taken
pre-set to average power, post-set RPE, and FI. This method allowed for barbell kinematics to be
tested over time without violating the assumptions for independent observations needed for a
normal bivariate correlation. All data were analyzed using R version 3.4.0.1 (rmcorr package)
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(4). Statistical significance was established a priori at α ≤ 0.05. Data are represented as mean +/SD. Terminology to describe the correlation characteristics were from Hopkins et al. (49).
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Results
PRS and Average Power
A general trend was observed where both average power and PRS decreased throughout
all five sets of back-squat and RPE increased (Figures 2 and 3). Additionally, the relationship
between average power and PRS shared a strong, positive, common intra-individual correlation
(r[95% CI] = .837 [.671 - .924]; p < .0001) indicating that as an individual’s PRS decreased, so
too did their average power output for the set (Figure 4).
PRS, RPE, and FI
The relationship between PRS and RPE shared a moderate to strong, negative common
intra-individual correlation (r[95% CI]= -.663 [- .833, -.378]; p < .0001) indicating that as RPE
increased PRS decreased (Figures 3 and 5.). A weak-to-moderate, inverse common intraindividual correlation was found for PRS and FI (r[95% CI]= -.342 [-.639, .044]; p = .07)
(Figure 6) indicating that PRS did not track well with intra-set performance decrements.
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Figure 2. Average power and Fatigue Index from each set throughout the high-intensity protocol.
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Set 5

Figure 3. Change in perceptual recovery status and rating of perceived exertion across the five sets.
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Figure 4. Repeated measure correlations revealing the common intra-individual relationship
between Perceptual Recovery Status and Average Power
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Figure 5. Repeated measure correlations revealing the common intra-individual relationship between Rating of
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Discussion
If adequate recovery between sets of RT is not observed, athletes could experience acute
decreases in muscular strength, power, and total load-volume (12,82,117). Due to this, it is
important for practitioners to ensure optimal recovery between sets of RT. Inter-set rest periods
are typically prescribed uniformly regardless of RT experience or fitness level despite
demonstrative evidence of individual variability regarding recovery (39,55,117). Therefore, the
purpose of the current study was to assess the criterion validity of PRS on monitoring recovery
during a bout of high-intensity lower extremity training. Results indicated that PRS shared
strong, positive common intra-individual correlations with average power, and moderate, inverse
common intra-individual correlations with post-set RPE. The findings lend evidence that PRS
can be used to monitor set to set recovery and potentially as a method to program individualized
RI’s.
PRS has previously been assessed across many exercise modes ranging from anaerobic
sprinting to high volume RT (59,101,110). Most of the research pertaining to PRS has been
focused on monitoring inter-session recovery (59,101). For example, Sikorski et al. (101) found
an inverse correlation between PRS and creatine kinase when testing at both baseline and 48hours after a high-volume RT session. Regarding intra-session recovery, we hypothesized that
PRS would have strong positive and negative correlations to average power and FI throughout
the high-intensity protocol, respectively. We also hypothesized a strong inverse correlation
between PRS and RPE.
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In line with our hypothesis, PRS was highly correlated to average power. This trend was
much like Tolusso et al. (110) who saw positive correlations between both mean (r= .65) and
peak (r= .55) barbell velocity and individual PRS when assessing PRS between sets of a highvolume back squat session. Although both studies assessed the intra-session validity of PRS,
Tolusso et al., (110) examined high volume RT, whereas, this study examined high-intensity,
which likely results in differing fatigue mechanisms and thusly, different feedback mechanisms
on which PRS could be based (6,9). Taking this into consideration, and given that strength and
conditioning coaches will prescribe RT across the intensity spectrum throughout a periodized
program (39), it is imperative that the utility of PRS is examined during high-intensity protocols.
Fatigue in this high-intensity protocol was evident by the consistent decreases in power
output across the five sets. Participants exhibited consistent set-to-set decreases in average power
and increases in RPE despite an unchanging external resistance. Both average power and RPE
are sensitive metrics regarding fatigue and recovery monitoring (11,74,82,110). For example,
Odgers et al., (74) found that RPE had a significant inverse relationship with concentric barbell
velocity when they prescribed four sets to failure at 80% for both the front squat and trap bar
deadlift. Conversely, PRS did not correlate well with our hypothesis regarding FI, indicating that
it may not be a viable option to assess decreases in performance across sets. These results can
also be explained by relatively consistent FIs across sets of resistance exercise, potentially
signifying the inability of FI to monitor set to set fatigue. Another possibility is that FI in the
current study was based only on the power outputs within a given set, so average power from set
to set could be mathematically masking physiological fatigue. Nonetheless, participants were
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able to perceptually gauge their recovery status and provide insight into their future performance
(e.g., power output) prior to the set beginning. This understanding could be valuable to
practitioners as it would give them the ability to adjust training variables (i.e., RI, intensity),
thereby preserving performance and eliciting the desired adaptation.
The sets associated with lower intra-individual PRS scores also reported higher RPE as
indicated by the inverse correlation between the two measures. While measuring two separate
constructs (exertion and recovery) it is probable that individuals are drawing on similar
physiological feedback mechanisms and using that feedback to construct a quantitative
representation of where they are on that construct. For example, pain due to muscular damage
could influence the individuals’ internal perceptions of either how much they exerted themselves
during a given endeavor, or how recovered they are from it. Pain within a set of exercise will
likely cause an individual to have increased RPE post-set and a decreased PRS prior to a
subsequent set. Regarding perceptual scales, RPE is an established perceptual metric of exertion
that strength coaches utilize to adjust and modify training variables both intra- and inter-session.
Unlike RPE, however, PRS could give practitioners insight on athlete readiness prior to
beginning the RT set as opposed to after completion. This knowledge could allow practitioners
to modify the load or RI accordingly to preserve performance and optimal adaptation and
maintain the integrity of the RT program.
The findings from this study highlight that PRS could have a higher sensitivity to highintensity training when juxtaposed to high volume which is of great benefit to coaches. This
study also demonstrated that PRS tracked very closely with RPE as indicated by the moderate-tostrong negative correlation. RPE is an established subjective performance metric implemented by
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many strength coaches. Coaches may also benefit from using PRS in their programming,
especially during high-intensity strength blocks due to its high correlation to performance and
non-invasive nature. It would be recommended that rather than prescribing uniform RI,
practitioners could have athletes wait until a certain PRS status is obtained.
Limitations and Future Research Considerations
Although the results of this study could be of benefit to practitioners, coaches should be
cognizant that this study only examined the utility of PRS during a high-intensity back squat
session, and caution should be used when applying findings to upper body and/or compound
movements. Another observation is that the back squat is not a velocity-dependent movement
like an Olympic lift, therefore, participants may have only been concerned with completing the
prescribed number of repetitions rather than the barbell velocity itself. In addition, other than
assuring consistent displacement during the repetitions, we could not be sure that technique did
not subtly change throughout the protocol which could have affected power. Furthermore, most
strength coaches prescribe multiple core and assistance exercises within a given training session,
whereas this session only examined one major compound movement.
Future research should examine the relationship between PRS and objective markers of
recovery during the time course post high-intensity lower extremity training. The utility of the
scale should also be examined with other exercise modes like upper-extremity RT, combined
upper and lower body RT, and long-duration aerobic events. Scientists should also program
individualized RIs based on a specific individual’s PRS and compare it to a fixed RI to assess its
effectiveness.
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Practical Applications
It is a current practice that strength and conditioning professionals prescribe sets of highintensity lower extremity exercises at some point in a periodized program. If the goal is
maintaining performance (i.e., intra-set average power) and individualized recovery levels,
practitioners should consider implementing PRS as opposed to uniform RI. PRS could be a
viable option to predict performance and modify training variables appropriately to maintain the
integrity of the training program. This study indirectly highlighted the different individual
responses to a high-intensity session even though all the participants went through the same
protocol.
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Appendix A
24-Hour History- 72
ID
Date
Time

______________
______________
______________

1.

How many hours of sleep did you get last night? (please circle one)
1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5 7 7.5 8 8.5 9 9.5 10 10.5 11 11.5 12 (hrs)

2.

How many hours of sleep do you normally get? (please circle one)
1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5 7 7.5 8 8.5 9 9.5 10 10.5 11 11.5 12 (hrs)

3.

How many hours has it been since your last meal or snack? (please circle one)
1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5 7 7.5 8 8.5 9 9.5 10 10.5 11 11.5 12 12.5 13 13.5 14 14.5 15 (hrs)
List the items below:

4.

When did you last have:
· a cup of coffee or tea?
· cigarettes?
· drugs (including aspirin)?
· alcohol?
· herbal or dietary supplements?

5.

How many glasses of water or other beverages have you consumed in the last 24 hours?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
13
14

12

6.

When did you last consume water or another beverage? _____________How much? ________ (glasses)

7.

What sort of physical activity did you perform yesterday?

8.

What sort of physical activity have you performed today?

9.

Describe your general feelings by checking one of the following:

______excellent
______very, very good
______very good

______good
______neither good nor bad
______bad
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______very bad
______very, very bad
______terrible
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Appendix C
Date _________________
Name _______________________________________________________________________________________
Last
First
MI
Address
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Street
Apt #
_____________________________________________________________________________________
City
State
Zip
Code
Contact

____________________________________________________________________________________
Home Phone
Cell Phone
Email

Date of Birth____________________ Age____________ Sex________
MM/DD/YYYY

Ht______ Wt________

Occupation ____________________________________________________________________________________
Emergency Contact _____________________________________________________________________________
Name
Relationship
Phone

List any medicines, drugs, and herbal products or dietary supplements you are now taking: ____________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
Explain any other significant medical problems you consider important for us to know: ________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Do you have high cholesterol (defined as LDL cholesterol ≥ 130 mg/dL or total cholesterol ≥ 200 mg/dL)? If yes, what
are the values? ________________________________________________________________________________
Do you know your HDL cholesterol? If so, what is the value? ____________________________________________
Do you have high blood sugar (defined as fasting blood sugar ≥ 100 mg/dL but < 126 mg/dL or blood sugar values
after 2 hours from an oral glucose tolerance test ≥ 140 mg/dL but < 200 mg/dL confirmed by measurements on at
least 2 occasions)? If yes, what are the values?
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Appendix D
Adapted from AHA/ACSM Health/Fitness Facility Preparticipation Screening Questionnaire as shown in: Preparticipation Health Screening. In: ACSM's Guidelines for Exercise Testing and Prescription, edited by
L. S. Pescatello, R. Arena, D. Riebe, and P.D. Thompson. Philadelphia, PA: Wolters Kluwer; Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2014, p. 19-38.

Assess your health status by marking all true statements:

History
You have had:
_____ a heart attack
_____ heart surgery
_____ cardiac catheterization
_____ coronary angioplasty (PTCA)
_____ pacemaker/implantable cardiac defibrillator/rhythm disturbance
_____ heart valve disease
_____ heart failure
_____ heart transplantation
_____ congenital heart disease
Symptoms
_____ You experience chest discomfort with exertion
_____ You experience unreasonable breathlessness
_____ You experience dizziness, fainting, or blackouts
_____ You experience ankle swelling
_____ You experience unpleasant awareness of a forceful or rapid heart rate
_____ You take heart medications
Other health issues
_____You have diabetes
_____You have asthma or other lung disease
_____You have burning or cramping sensation in your
lower legs when walking short distances
_____ You have musculoskeletal problems that limit
your physical activity
_____ You have concerns about the safety of exercise
_____ You take prescription medications
_____ You are pregnant
Cardiovascular Risk Factors
_____ You are a man ≥ 45 years
_____ You are a woman ≥ 55 years
_____ You smoke or quit smoking within the previous 6 months
_____ Your blood pressure is > 140/90 mm Hg
_____ You do not know your blood pressure
_____ You take blood pressure medication
_____ Your blood cholesterol level is ≥ 200 mg/dL
_____ You do not know your cholesterol level
_____ You have a close blood relative who had a heart attack or heart surgery before age
55 (father or brother) or age65 (mother or sister)
_____ You are physically inactive (i.e., you get < 30 minutes of physical activity
on at least 3 days per week for the past 3 months)
_____ You have a body mass index ≥ 30 kg/m2
_____ You have diabetes
_____ You do not know if you have prediabetes
_____ None of the above
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Appendix E

Screening Questionnaire for Study Inclusion
Subject Information:
Name: ____________________________________________________
Cell Phone: ________________________________________________
Email: ____________________________________________________
Age: ________

Sex: _________

Medical information:
Have you been diagnosed with any cardiovascular, pulmonary, or metabolic conditions? If so,
what condition?
____________________________________________________________________________
_________
Do you have any muscular, skeletal, or neurological condition which limits you from performing
any resistance training exercises? If so, what condition?
____________________________________________________________________________
_________
What medications or supplements are you currently taking?
____________________________________________________________________________
_________
Are you currently taking any type of anabolic steroid?
YES
NO
Do you current smoke?
YES
NO
Exercise Information:
How many years have you been consistently participating in resistance training?
< 1 year
1-2 years
3-4 years
5+ years
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Appendix F
WKU Healthy on the Hill Guidelines
Masks will be provided by the Principal Investigator/Project Director and participants will
be asked to wear a mask indoors.
All researchers will abide by the following guidelines:
•

•

•
•

The WKU COVID-19 Task Force has updated masking guidance to reflect changes in
recommendations from our health partners and regional data. Masks are required at all
times when in public areas or shared spaces within buildings, including hallways,
classrooms, laboratories, elevators, etc. Masks are also required when in a vehicle with
other persons, including cars, vans, and buses. The Taskforce will continue to monitor
appropriate variables to determine when masking will again become optional for
vaccinated individuals.
The COVID-19 vaccine provides the most effective and safest way to guard against
infection and severe illness. For more information, please watch this short video, view the
vaccine information and contact our COVID Assistance Line at 270-745-2019 or
covid.help@wku.edu if you have questions.
For updated quarantine and isolation guidance, view the Fall 2021 Quarantine/Isolation
Protocols.
Regardless of vaccination status, all faculty, staff and students testing positive for
COVID-19 and those identified as being close contacts to someone who tested positive
for COVID-19 must contact the WKU COVID Assistance Line at (270) 745-2019 within
4 hours of being notified of the test result or contact trace.

All students, faculty, staff, and visitors to campus are required to follow these guidelines:
•

•
•
•

Everyone must wear a mask at all times when in public areas or shared spaces within
buildings, vehicles, and classrooms. Proper face masks help prevent the spread of the
virus and demonstrate care for all those in your Hilltopper Family, some of whom are at
higher risk of complications from COVID-19.
Appropriate masks include a cloth or disposable face masks that cover both the nose and
mouth.
Wash your hands frequently and for at least 20 seconds. Use hand sanitizer when hand
washing isn’t possible.
Source: https://www.wku.edu/healthyonthehill/
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Figure 1. Perceptual Recovery Status (PRS) Scale

Figure 7. Rating of Perceived Exertion (RPE) Scale
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